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Abstract—Software-defined networking (SDN) has recently
attracted interest as a way to provide cyber resiliency because
of its programmable and logically centralized nature. However,
the security of the SDN architecture itself against malicious
attacks is not well understood and must be ensured in order
to provide cyber resiliency to systems that use SDNs. In this
paper, we present ATTAIN, an attack injection framework for
OpenFlow-based SDN architectures. First, we define an attack
model that relates system components to an attacker’s capability
to influence control plane behavior. Second, we define an attack
language for writing control plane attacks that can be used to
evaluate SDN implementations. Third, we describe an attack
injector architecture that actuates attacks in networks. Finally,
we evaluate our framework with an enterprise network case study
by writing and running attacks with popular SDN controllers.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software-defined networking (SDN) has seen widespread
use in settings such as research networks, enterprise networks
and data center and cloud networks, among others [1]. SDN
decouples control protocol messages that represent how the
end host traffic should be forwarded (i.e., the control plane)
from the end host traffic itself (i.e., the data plane), and it
centralizes forwarding decisions through programmable con-
trollers for network service and application integration [1].
Such flexibility opens up new opportunities for enabling
network-wide cyber resiliency, but the greater role of software
creates new challenges [2]. SDN controllers are now full-
featured distributed network operating systems [3], and their
implementation complexity may present security risks and vul-
nerabilities if the verification of software becomes intractable.

We note several security and dependability observations
about OpenFlow-based SDN architectures. First, changes to
or queries about a network’s current state1 predominantly
depend on the OpenFlow control protocol, which makes
control protocol messages likely targets for attackers who
wish to disrupt network behavior and operations. Second, the
OpenFlow specification largely leaves open the question of
how controllers ought to use control protocol messages [4],
which may allow attackers to take advantage of subtle con-
troller and switch implementation differences to effect their
attacks. Third, practitioners looking to implement SDN in their
networks may be hesitant to adopt it without understanding

1State is broadly defined here to include the network’s forwarding behavior,
topological connectivity, and configuration.

and rigorously testing SDN software, given that it introduces
potential new risks. Clearly, there is a need to systematically
compare and test SDN implementations prior to production
deployment to understand how implementations respond to
control protocol attacks [5].

Motivated by those observations and challenges, we intro-
duce ATTAIN, a framework for ATTAck Injection in Software-
Defined Networks. We draw upon practices in fault-tolerant
computing to test control plane attacks in SDN implementa-
tions. We extend prior work on fault injection to include as-
sumptions about an attacker’s capabilities. We further propose
a language for describing systematic control plane attacks. Our
goal is to allow practitioners to write modular and reusable
control plane attack descriptions that they can subsequently
run in a testing environment to collect security and perfor-
mance metrics across implementations.

We present the framework’s components and illustrate its
use on a small-scale enterprise network case study. Specifi-
cally, we evaluate the Floodlight, POX, and Ryu SDN con-
trollers by measuring security and performance metrics while
the system is under attack by our attack injector in order
to show how such attacks manifest themselves differently
based on controller implementation. Our results uncovered
the ability to degrade data plane service and increase control
plane traffic by suppressing flow modification requests, as
well as the ability to cause unauthorized increased access to
protected hosts and denial of service against legitimate traffic
by interrupting control plane connections. We found that even
attacks on basic high-level network service abstractions, such
as learning switches, manifest themselves differently based
on the SDN controller implementation, further motivating the
need for a standardized and consistent way to evaluate the
security of SDN architecture implementations.

The contributions of our paper include:
• an attack model for representing an attacker’s presumed

capabilities to disrupt the SDN control plane,
• an attack language for describing control plane attacks

such that practitioners can write reusable test descriptions
for cross-implementation testing and comparison,

• an attack injector architecture for orchestrating and mon-
itoring attacks within an SDN implementation, and

• a case study in which we implement flow modification
suppression and connection interruption attacks and eval-
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Fig. 1. Logical diagram of SDN architecture.

uate representative performance and security metrics of
the Floodlight, POX, and Ryu SDN controllers.

II. BACKGROUND

Understanding SDN security requires the analysis of the ar-
chitectural differences between SDN and traditional networks.
We provide the context of the SDN architecture design, note
its inherent security challenges, and explain why we chose to
use attack injection in testing security properties.

A. SDN Architecture

1) Information flow: Figure 1 shows the essential SDN
architecture [1]. Network applications set the network’s de-
sired behavior and communicate their requests to controllers
through the northbound API. Controllers translate policy and
behavior intents into low-level commands via the southbound
API where the switches drive the forwarding behavior.

End hosts communicate via switches. Controllers use the
southbound API to query the switches about network topol-
ogy, end host information, and traffic statistics associated
with instantiated forwarding rules. Network applications can
proactively query the controllers for network information via
the northbound API. Distributed controllers can communicate
among themselves through an eastbound-westbound API [1].

2) Planes: The SDN architecture is separated into three
logical planes. The application plane uses the network’s
current state to drive decisions, to decide on and enforce
network policy, or both. The control plane centralizes network
behavior logic in one or more controllers and provides basic
networking services such as topology information and end host
tracking [6]. The data plane forwards traffic among end hosts
according to the forwarding rules set by the control protocol in
the control plane. These rules may be represented in hardware
(e.g., TCAM) or in software (e.g., OVS [7]).

3) OpenFlow: The OpenFlow protocol [4], [8] acts as
a standardized southbound API protocol among controllers
and switches. The protocol specification defines how switches
should behave in response to protocol messages, but it leaves
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Fig. 2. High-level system diagram of ATTAIN framework.

much of the controller specifications up to a software devel-
oper, with exceptions for protocol handshaking, configuration
setup, and liveness.

4) Architecture security: Kreutz et al. [2] note seven attack
vectors that affect the dependability and security of SDN archi-
tectures: forged or fake traffic flows; compromised switches;
machines running controllers; lack of diagnostics and forensics
understanding; control plane communications; controllers; and
trust among network applications and controllers. The last
three are systemic and unique to SDNs.

Attacks such as ARP spoofing that may influence behavior
in a particular way on a traditional network may manifest
themselves differently in SDN architectures based on the
controller implementation. For instance, Link Layer Discovery
Protocol (LLDP) messages can be used to fabricate fake links
to manipulate the controller into believing that such links exist,
thus causing black hole routing [9].

B. Fault and Attack Injection

Fault and attack injectors intentionally introduce faults into
systems for testing and later validation. While they cannot
prove a system’s correctness, they are capable of determining
the set of outputs produced when the software is functioning
under unique or unusual conditions [10]. Thus, one goal in at-
tack injection is to uncover the set of outputs—the observable
behavior of the network at a given time—that manifest when
the system is under attack.

III. THE ATTAIN FRAMEWORK

To provide attack injection in the SDN context, we introduce
the ATTAIN framework, consisting of an attack model, an
attack language, and an attack injector. Figure 2 shows the
outline of our approach. A practitioner provides models,
attacks, and the network infrastructure, and receives results for
later analysis and system evaluation. (For further information
on any framework component details not mentioned in this
paper, we refer the reader to [11].) The three components are
described in the next three section as follows.
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1) Attack Model (Section IV): We define an attack model
for relating system components to an attacker’s presumed
capabilities to disrupt the control plane state.

2) Attack Language (Section V): We define an attack lan-
guage for writing control plane attacks, subject to the attack
model. We model attacks in stages, which we call attack states,
and represent the attack graphically. Each state consists of a
set of rules governing conditions under which actions are taken
in an attack. We designed the language for expressiveness in
representing and composing diverse attacker actions and for
extensibility so that attack descriptions can be reused, shared,
or extended across multiple implementations.

3) Attack Injector (Section VI): We implement the attack
model and attack language using an attack injector. The attack
injector interposes OpenFlow control protocol messages in the
network’s control plane to effect attacks and allow practi-
tioners to understand how such attacks manifest in controller,
switch, and end host behavior. We incorporate monitors in our
injector to record relevant control and data plane events.

IV. ATTACK MODEL

Modeling an attacker’s presumed capabilities is a necessary
prerequisite for defining attacks. We define a system model for
understanding SDN’s interrelated components, a threat model
for scoping the vulnerabilities considered, and an attacker
capabilities model for constraining the attacker’s potential
capabilities based on user-specified assumptions.

A. System Model

The system model encapsulates the assumptions about an
SDN-enabled local area network (LAN) utilizing the Open-
Flow protocol. Our system model consists of controllers,
switches, end hosts, the data plane, and the control plane.

1) Controllers: The set of controllers, denoted by C =
{c1, c2, . . . cm}, set the forwarding behavior of the network or
query for information about the network’s current forwarding,
topological, or configuration state. We assume that a functional
SDN network has at least one controller; that is, |C| ≥ 1.

2) Switches: The set of switches, denoted by S =
{s1, s2, . . . sk}, forward data plane traffic; the rules that
specify the forwarding behavior are determined by the net-
work’s controllers. We assume that a functional SDN network
has at least one switch; that is, |S| ≥ 1. Each switch si
contains a set of ports, which are interfaces used to send or
receive traffic. The set of ports Pi in switch si is denoted by
Pi = {pi1 , pi2 , . . . pij}.

3) End hosts: The set of end hosts, denoted by H =
{h1, h2, . . . hn}, connect to the network’s edge; by this def-
inition, end hosts include workstations, servers, and gateway
interfaces to routers. We assume that a functional SDN net-
work has at least two end hosts; that is, |H| ≥ 2.

4) Data plane: We model the data plane graphically to
represent topological connectivity. The data plane graph, ND,
is defined as ND = (VND , END , AND ). VND is the set of
vertices in ND that includes all of the network’s switches and
end hosts; VND = S ∪ H . END is the set of edges in ND
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Fig. 3. Example of a data plane graph ND with three hosts, h1, h2, h3,
and two switches, s1, s2. Vertices represent switches and end hosts; edges
represent network links; and edge attributes represent egress and ingress ports.
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Fig. 4. Example of control plane connections NC with two controllers,
c1, c2, and four switches, s1, s2, s3, s4. Dashed lines represent connections
between controllers and switches.

that include network links; END ⊆ VND × VND . AND is the
set of edge attributes representing ingress and egress ports for
respective links; undefined ports are represented as NULL.

Figure 3 shows a representative example of a data plane
graph ND with three hosts and two switches. The egress ports
of hosts h1, h2, and h3 are not defined, so they are labeled
NULL. Hosts h1 and h2 connect to switch s1 on switch s1’s
ports p11

and p12
, respectively. Switch s1 connects to switch

s2 on switch s1’s port p13 ; conversely, switch s2 connects to
switch s1 on switch s2’s port p21 . Host h3 connects to switch
s2 on switch s2’s port p22

.
5) Control plane: We model the control plane as a re-

lation between controllers and switches, comprising a set
of control plane connections, NC . The relation is many-to-
many: a switch can communicate with multiple controllers for
redundancy or fault tolerance, and a controller can communi-
cate with multiple switches under its administrative domain.
A control plane connection represents a bidirectional TCP
connection between a controller (server) and switch (client).
The set of control plane connections NC is expressed as
NC ⊆ C × S = {(x, y) | x ∈ C, y ∈ S}.

Figure 4 shows a representative example of a set of control
plane connections NC , with a network of two controllers and
four hosts. Controller c1 maintains a control plane connection
to each of the four switches, and controller c2 maintains
control plane connections to switches s3 and s4. Thus, NC =
{(c1, s1), (c1, s2), (c1, s3), (c1, s4), (c2, s3), (c2, s4)}.

B. Threat Model

We assume that an attacker can manipulate control plane
messages to change the network’s behavior and cause unde-
sirable effects. As the OpenFlow protocol standardizes such
behavioral changes, attackers are likely to use control plane
messages as a mechanism for actuating network attacks.
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We do not describe how an attacker has come to com-
promise system components to perform such attacks; that
is outside of this paper’s scope.2 Rather, we conservatively
assume that certain components have been compromised and
that the attacker has some capabilities for manipulating the
network’s behavior, as described in detail in Section IV-C.

C. Attacker Capabilities Model

We relate the threat model’s attacker assumptions to the sys-
tem model’s components as attacker capabilities3, which are
enumerated and defined in Table I. The capabilities describe
the extent to which an attacker can understand or modify con-
trol messages in NC based on assumptions about the network’s
vulnerabilities and information security protections (e.g., en-
cryption). We define the set of all possible attacker capabilities,
Γ, as Γ = {DROPMESSAGE(),. . . , INJECTNEWMESSAGE()}.

Practitioners specify the attacker capabilities for each attack.
Our intent with attacker capabilities is not to propose novel
attacker capabilities in SDN; rather, we use them to enumerate
the control plane actions supported by ATTAIN that a system
tester could use to specify operations within attacks and the
abilities an attacker would need in order to execute them.

We map the attacker capabilities to each of the control plane
connections, as denoted by ΓNC : NC → P(Γ), where P(Γ) is
the power set of Γ. Each element γNCi is a set of the attacker
capabilities that represent the attacker’s assumed ability to take
actions against messages in that control plane connection.

We classify attacker capabilities into two classes based on
whether or not control plane connections are secured using
Transport Layer Security (TLS). We assume that use of TLS
provides both confidentiality and integrity assurances.

1) Modeling No TLS: For non-TLS control plane connec-
tions using plain TCP, we assume that the attacker can use all
available capabilities. Formally, ΓNoTLS = Γ.

2) Modeling TLS: For TLS control plane connections, we
assume that the attacker has not compromised the system’s
public key infrastructure (PKI); that is, we assume that
the attacker cannot masquerade as another device without
being detected, and that the attacker cannot understand the
control message payloads. However, we assume that the
attacker can still take actions against intercepted messages
and can read message metadata. Formally, ΓTLS = Γ \
{READMESSAGE(),MODIFYMESSAGE(), FUZZMESSAGE(),
INJECTNEWMESSAGE(),MODIFYMESSAGEMETADATA()}.

As an illustration of how we use attacker capabilities, con-
sider the system in Figure 4 and assume that the system uses
TLS control plane connections. If, for example, an attacker
compromised network connection (c1, s1), but not the PKI,
then γ(c1,s1) = ΓTLS . The attacker would then be able to
execute attacks that require only capabilities in ΓTLS for
messages traversing (c1, s1), but would not be able to execute

2Hizver [12] explores in detail how SDN components can be compromised,
including password brute forcing, remote and local application exploitation,
API exploitation, spoofing, traffic sniffing, flooding, and side channel attacks.

3An important distinction is that the attacker capabilities apply to control
plane messages, not data plane messages.

attacks requiring the ability to perform READMESSAGE() over
the link. Using attacker capabilities in this way, a system tester
would be able to test an attack under different attacker models.

V. ATTACK LANGUAGE

We now define the attack language with which one can
express control plane attacks in our framework. We assume
that a runtime attack injector, introduced in Section VI, can
interpose on control plane messages, constrained by the extent
to which that is allowed in the attacker capabilities model.

At a high level, an attack description includes a mechanism
for specifying messages of interest to the attacker, which we
call conditionals, as well as a mechanism for specifying the
actions to take against such messages, which we call actions;
collectively, there is a set of conditionals and actions, which
together we call rules, that define an attack’s behavior. Further-
more, we note that attacks can be broken into stages, which
we call attack states, and which are collectively modeled as
an attack state graph.

A. Message Properties

Every control message contains a set of message properties,
as follows.
• MESSAGESOURCE: Message’s source address (∈ C ∪S)
• MESSAGEDESTINATION: Message’s destination address

(∈ C ∪ S)
• MESSAGETIMESTAMP: Message’s arrival time
• MESSAGELENGTH: Message’s payload length
• MESSAGETYPE: One of the OpenFlow message types
• MESSAGEID: Unique message identifier
• MESSAGETYPEOPTIONS: Additional properties depen-

dent upon the message’s type
These properties also relate to the attacker capabilities.

For example, source and destination addresses are con-
sidered metadata; an attacker would need the READMES-
SAGEMETADATA capability to read the property and the
MODIFYMESSAGEMETADATA capability to change the prop-
erty. For brevity, we omit the full list of all possible MES-
SAGETYPEOPTIONS and refer the reader to [4], [8], [11].

B. Conditionals

We use propositional logic over message properties to form
conditional expressions, denoted by λ, that specify whether
attack actions should be taken for a message of interest. Our
language supports the logical connectives AND (∧), OR (∨),
and NOT (¬) along with parentheses to conjoin expressions
and to evaluate order of precedence; it also supports the
operators logical equality (=) and set membership (IN).

C. Storage

Complex attacks may require storage of previous mes-
sages or of variables. We assume that an attacker can store
elements for later use, and we implement storage through
a set of double-ended queues (“deques”), denoted by ∆ =
{δ1, δ2, . . . , δd}. Deques can operate like queues or like stacks;
their operations are described in Section V-D. We use deques
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TABLE I. Attacker Capabilities Γ against a Control Plane Connection Message

Capability Definition

DROPMESSAGE(msg) Drop the message to prevent it from being sent or received.

PASSMESSAGE(msg) Pass the message by allowing it to be sent or received.

DELAYMESSAGE(msg) Delay sending or receiving of the message by a certain amount of time.

DUPLICATEMESSAGE(msg) Duplicate the message by sending a replica.

READMESSAGEMETADATA(msg) Read and/or record message metadata, such as Layers 2, 3, and 4 header information and physical
timestamp. Message metadata reading excludes reading or recording of the message’s payload.

MODIFYMESSAGEMETADATA(msg) Modify the message’s metadata, excluding the message’s payload. Metadata modification includes
adding, modifying, or deleting metadata from the message.

FUZZMESSAGE(msg) Modify the message metadata or payload bits in a random, possibly semantically invalid way.

READMESSAGE(msg) Read and/or record message payload in a semantically meaningful way that conforms to the
OpenFlow protocol. Message reading excludes messages whose payloads cannot be decrypted.

MODIFYMESSAGE(msg) Modify message payload in a semantically valid way that conforms to the OpenFlow protocol.
Modification includes adding, modifying, or deleting data from the message’s payload.

INJECTNEWMESSAGE(msg) Inject a new, semantically valid message into the control plane connection.

for storage since they can be used flexibly for message replay
or reordering as well as for storing general-purpose variables
(e.g., counters).

D. Actions

The ordered set of actions, denoted by α =
{α1, α2, . . . , αa}, represents an actuation of attacker
capabilities or an action related to the attack state or testing
framework. Each action αi is derived from one of the attacker
capabilities γi ∈ Γ (e.g., MODIFYMESSAGE), or is one of
the other actions. The deque operations are as follows:
• PREPEND(δ, value): add value to the front of δ,
• APPEND(δ, value): add value to the end of δ,
• value← EXAMINEFRONT(δ): read front element of δ,
• value← EXAMINEEND(δ): read end element of δ,
• value← SHIFT(δ): remove front element of δ,
• value← POP(δ): remove end element of δ,

and the other actions are the following:
• GOTOSTATE(σ): transition the attack to attack state σ,
• SLEEP(t): halt attack state execution for t seconds, and
• SYSCMD(host, cmd): remotely execute a system com-

mand cmd on host host.

E. Rules

Each rule combines a conditional expression, the action(s)
that it triggers, and the attacker capabilities required to ex-
ecute the action. Each rule φi is an ordered tuple φi =
(ni, γi, λi, αi), where ni ∈ NC , γi ∈ ΓNC , λi is the
conditional expression, and αi is a set of actions. The system-
wide set of rules, Φ, is denoted by Φ = {φ1, φ2, . . . , φp}.

F. Attack States

Attack states are the individual stages of an attack. Each
attack state consists of an unordered subset of the system-
wide rules Φ. In a given state, messages are evaluated and

acted upon with respect to that state’s set of rules. An attack’s
set of attack states Σ is denoted as Σ = {σ1, σ2, . . . , σs}.

We note three special cases of attack states:
1) Start Attack State: An attack must consist of at least

one attack state; that is, |Σ| ≥ 1. A single start attack state,
σstart, denotes the beginning of an attack. The attack injector
initializes the rules it will use from the attack start state.

2) Absorbing States: One or more optional absorbing at-
tack states, σabsorbing, are the states in which no further
transitions to other states exist. In effect, once an attack enters
such a state, the attack’s behavior will continue indefinitely.

3) End Attack States: End attack states are a special case
of the absorbing attack states. Each end attack state consists
of a state with no rules (i.e., σ = ∅), denoted as σend ⊆
σabsorbing. This behavior allows all messages to flow without
any interference from the attack injector and can be used to
represent a “completed” attack.

G. Attack State Graph

We use a graph to represent the system’s attack states
and the actions that transition the system between attack
states. We define the attack state graph for a given attack
as ΣG = (VΣG , EΣG , AΣG). VΣG is the set of vertices in ΣG
and contains all possible attack states for the attack; VΣG = Σ.
EΣG is the set of edges that defines valid transitions between
states; EΣG ⊆ Σ×Σ. AΣG is the set of edge-labeled attributes.
For each edge (σx, σy) ∈ EΣG , there exists an edge-labeled
attribute, aΣGi

, that represents the set of actions contained
within the set of rules of attack state σx that transition the
system to attack state σy .

Practitioners can define an attack state graph for each given
test scenario. To illustrate how an attack state graph would
be constructed, consider the most trivial “attack,” one that
takes no actions against any messages other than to allow
them to pass—that is, it allows normal control plane operation.
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σ1 : σ1 = ∅ (σstart = σ1;σabsorbing = {σ1};σend = {σ1})

(a) Attack states Σ = {σ1} for the trivial attack.

σ1σstart

(b) Attack state graph ΣG representation of the trivial attack.

Fig. 5. Example of a single-state trivial “attack” that models normal control
plane operation. All messages are passed, as the attack contains no rules.

σ1 : σ1 = {φ1} (σstart = σ1)
φ1 = (n1, γ1, λ1, α1)

n1 = (c1, s1)
γ1 = ΓNoTLS
λ1 = READMESSAGE(msg,MESSAGETYPE = PACKET_IN)
α1 = {α11

, α12
}

α11 = PASSMESSAGE(msg)
α12 = GOTOSTATE(σ2)

σ2 : σ2 = {φ2}
φ2 = (n2, γ2, λ2, α2)

n2 = (c1, s1)
γ2 = ΓNoTLS
λ2 = READMESSAGE(msg,MESSAGETYPE = PACKET_OUT)
α2 = {α21

, α22
}

α21
= PASSMESSAGE(msg)

α22 = GOTOSTATE(σ3)

σ3 : σ3 = {φ3}
φ3 = (n3, γ3, λ3, α3)

n3 = (c1, s1)
γ3 = ΓNoTLS
λ3 = READMESSAGE(msg,MESSAGETYPE = FLOW_MOD)
α3 = {α31

, . . . }
α31

= . . .

(a) Attack states Σ = {σ1, σ2, σ3, . . . } that model the memory of
previously seen PACKET_IN and PACKET_OUT messages.

σ1σstart σ2 σ3{α12
}

{α11}

{α22
}

{α21} {. . . }

(b) Attack state graph ΣG representation that models the memory of
previously seen PACKET_IN and PACKET_OUT messages.

Fig. 6. Example of an attack with attack states that model prior message
history. States σ1 and σ2 capture the notion that a PACKET_IN message and
a PACKET_OUT message were seen prior to arrival of a FLOW_MOD message.

Figure 5 shows how such an attack would be modeled as an
attack state graph consisting of one attack state, σ1.

Perhaps an attack should take an action only after a certain
sequence of messages. State transitions can encapsulate such
prior message history. Consider the attack shown in Figure 6.
An action is taken when a FLOW_MOD message is seen only
after a PACKET_IN message and a PACKET_OUT message
have been seen on the (c1, s1) control plane connection.
Transitions between states σ1 to σ2 and states σ2 to σ3 capture
the memory of seeing messages in this order.

VI. ATTACK INJECTOR

We now describe our attack injector that implements the
aforementioned attack model and attack language in an SDN
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Fig. 7. Attack injector architecture.

system under study.

A. Architecture Overview

Figure 7 shows the components of the attack injector
architecture, which include the SDN system’s switches and
controllers, a compiler to generate executable code, a runtime
injector to inject the attack, and a set of monitors to record the
results. We do not validate the security of the injector itself
and assume it to be secure in a testing environment.

B. Components

We describe each of the components below.
1) Compiler: The compiler converts user-defined files spec-

ifying the system model, attack model, and attack states into
executable code that the attack injector can run at runtime.
Within the compiler, the system model parser parses the user-
defined system model file, which includes the end host, con-
troller, and switch address identifiers. The attack model parser
parses the user-defined attack model file, which includes the
attacker capabilities mapped to control plane connections. The
attack states parser parses the user-defined attack states file,
which includes the conditional expressions, storage, actions,
rules, and attack state graph comprising the attack. Finally, the
executable code generator takes the parser data and generates
an executable code file to be included at the attack’s runtime.

2) Runtime Injector: The runtime injector actuates the
attack using the generated executable code via the attack
executor. It executes the compiler-generated code, keeps track
of the attack’s current state, and compares incoming messages
with the current state’s rules to take appropriate actions.

Algorithm 1 describes how the attack executor executes an
attack. At initialization, the attack executor sets its current
state to the start attack state (line 2). From then on, the attack
executor waits for an asynchronous incoming message from
the control plane connection proxy (line 4). When received,
the message is copied into an outgoing message list (line 5)
and the state is saved before the message is processed (line 6).
Each rule in the saved state is evaluated against the message
(lines 7–9); if the message’s conditional expression matches,
then each related action in that rule is executed (lines 11–
15). Any GOTOSTATE actions set the next state of the system
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Algorithm 1 Attack executor algorithm for running attacks.
1: procedure ATTACKEXECUTOR(Σ, σstart)
2: σcurrent ← σstart
3: while TRUE do
4: Wait for asynchronous incoming message msgin
5: msgsout ← [msgin]
6: σprevious ← σcurrent
7: for each φ in σprevious do
8: (n, γ, λ, α)← φ
9: if λ(msgin) = TRUE then

10: for each αi in α do
11: if αi = GOTOSTATE(σgoto) then
12: σcurrent ← σgoto
13: else
14: msgsout ← MESSAGEMODIFIER(

αi,msgin,msgsout)
15: end if
16: end for
17: end if
18: end for
19: for each msg in msgsout do
20: Send message msg to destination
21: end for
22: end while
23: end procedure

(lines 11–12). The MESSAGEMODIFIER function evaluates the
specific action and may alter the outgoing message list (e.g.,
an action’s dropping of the message would remove it from the
list; an action’s duplicating of the message would append a
second copy to the list). Finally, each message in the outgoing
message list is sent to its respective destination (lines 19–21).

The control plane connection proxy proxies all control plane
connections for interposing, and it operates as a server for
switch connections and as a client for controller connections.
A practitioner need only modify his or her network’s switch
configurations to point to the proxy as the SDN controller. The
message modifier modifies and injects control plane messages
according to the attack state rules, and the protocol message
encoder/decoder uses an OpenFlow protocol library to encode
and decode control plane message payloads.

3) Monitors: As part of the testing framework, practitioners
can strategically place monitors (e.g., iperf or tcpdump)
throughout the network to actuate, record, or later analyze
events. We note that practitioners can flexibly actuate monitors
anywhere by invoking the SYSCMD() action within attack
descriptions. We consider the modeling and analysis of those
actions’ results (i.e., validation) to be outside our paper’s
scope, since validation semantics vary depending on context.

C. Implementation

We implemented the compiler and runtime injector in
Python, and we wrote XML schemas for the system, at-
tack model, and attack states. Our runtime injector uses the
Loxi [13] library for processing OpenFlow messages, and the

message modifier and attack executor are represented as data
structures and functions within the executable code file.

We proxied all control plane connections through a single-
threaded, centralized runtime injector instance. This allowed
us to impose a total ordering on messages seen by the
runtime injector. Our architecture still supports a distributed
runtime injector, as one would need to share the value of
the current global state, σ, and updates to the storage, ∆, in
a consistent way among participating injector instances. We
discuss potential challenges to doing so in Section VIII-C.

D. Scalability Analysis

We consider the scalability of storing system component
representations and the runtime complexity of executing rules.

1) Memory Complexity: The data plane graph ND contains
|S|+|H| vertices, up to (|S|+|H|)2 edges, and up to 2×(|S|+
|H|)2 edge-labeled attributes. Thus, ND’s memory complexity
is of the order O(|S| + |H| + 3 × (|S| + |H|)2) = O((|S| +
|H|)2). The control plane connections relation NC contains
|C| number of controllers mapped to |S| number of switches.
As a result, up to |C||S| relations can be formed in the worst
case, where each and every controller maintains a control plane
connection with each and every switch. Thus, NC’s memory
complexity is of the order O(|C||S|). The collective set of
attack states is Φ, and thus the memory complexity of storing
the attack is of the order O(|Φ|).

2) Runtime Complexity: Each conditional expression is
defined and considered as one of two possible cases, and
the manner in which a set of rules executes in a given
state σ depends on how that is done. In the first case, in
which no more than one of the conditional expressions of the
rules in the state evaluates to TRUE, the worst-case runtime
complexity is of the order O(|Φ| + |αexecuted|). We can
intuitively see that at runtime, it will be necessary to check
up to |Φ| rules’ conditional expressions and, upon finding an
expression that evaluates to TRUE, to execute up to |αexecuted|
actions for that one rule. In the second case, in which up
to all of the conditional expressions of the rules in the state
evaluate to TRUE, the worst-case runtime complexity is of the
order O(|Φ||αmax|), where αmax denotes the set of actions
corresponding to the rule with the greatest number of actions.

VII. EVALUATION

We evaluate ATTAIN’s efficacy as an attack injection
framework by considering a small enterprise network case
study. We designed and deployed two resiliency attacks—flow
modification suppression and connection interruption—against
the Floodlight [6], POX [14], and Ryu [15] SDN controllers
for cross-controller comparison.

A. Case Study: Small Enterprise Network

We modeled a small-scale enterprise network whose data
plane and control plane are represented in Figures 8 and 9,
respectively. An enterprise has a diversity of users and require-
ments, such as front-facing Web services, internal databases
and storage, directory and domain services, and user work-
stations and clients. Enterprises often make certain resources
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Fig. 8. Enterprise network case study data plane graph ND . The data plane
includes six end hosts and four switches.
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Fig. 9. Enterprise network case study control plane connections NC . The
control plane includes one controller and four switches.

available to the public, but do not allow unauthorized or ex-
ternal users to access certain internal services and hosts; these
enterprises enforce isolation through network partitioning.

The SDN approach argues for unifying security services
together rather than handling them separately [16], [17]. How-
ever, if we assume that an attacker has the capability to disrupt
network behavior, we should consider the resiliency aspects of
maintaining proper service. Thus, our experiments attempt to
disrupt an SDN system’s behavior to violate performance and
security properties.

1) System Model: Our system model includes an external-
facing Web server (h1), a gateway interface to a router
that connects to the Internet (h2), servers that provide in-
ternal services (h3 and h4), user workstations (h5 and h6),
an external network OpenFlow-based SDN switch (s1), a
DMZ firewall OpenFlow-based SDN switch (s2), local in-
ternal (intranet) OpenFlow-based SDN switches (s3 and s4),
and an OpenFlow-based SDN controller (c1). Thus, H =
{h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6}, S = {s1, s2, s3, s4}, and C = {c1}.

We model the data plane network topology ND as shown in
Figure 8. We assume that the network is centrally controlled
through one controller and that the controller maintains sepa-
rate control plane connections NC with each switch, as shown
in Figure 9. Thus, NC = {(c1, s1), (c1, s2), (c1, s3), (c1, s4)}.

2) Experimental Setup: We used the National Science
Foundation’s GENI [18] networking testbed to deploy a topol-
ogy of eleven virtual machine (VM) hosts, with six VMs acting
as end hosts, four VMs acting as virtual OpenFlow-enabled
switches for the data plane, and one VM acting as the control
plane network switch (not shown in Figure 8). Each VM ran
the Ubuntu 14.04.1 LTS operating system and contained one

core of an Intel R© Xeon R© E5-2450 2.10 GHz processor and 1
GB of memory. Each network link had 100 Mbps bandwidth.

For controllers, we used Floodlight v1.2 [6], POX
v0.2.0 [14], and Ryu v4.5 [15]. We selected these con-
trollers because all three include a simple learning switch
application and provide open source code for cross-
comparison study. We used Floodlight’s Forwarding mod-
ule, POX’s forwarding.l2_learning module, and
Ryu’s simple_switch.py application as representative
network applications for implementing a learning switch.

For switches, we used Open vSwitch (OVS) v1.9.3 [7]
because of its flexibility and logging, but our approach would
be equally applicable to hardware-based switch implemen-
tations without requiring any changes to the injector. For
all experiments, we used OpenFlow v1.0 [8] because it is
the earliest stable protocol version; it is the most widely
implemented [19]; and it provides the necessary primitives for
forwarding behavior, topology information, and configuration.

We used the ping and iperf utilities to generate data
plane traffic. The ping utility generates ICMP messages to
test for end-to-end connectivity, and the iperf utility mea-
sures the bandwidth (throughput) of TCP connection requests
between a client and server. We used log data from the
ping and iperf utilities, the controller processes, and the
runtime injector. The runtime injector logged all control plane
connections, all messages sent across such connections, and
rule notifications (when actuated).

B. Flow Modification Suppression Attack

We attempted to disrupt switch flow table modification by
intercepting and dropping flow modification requests.

1) Rationale: An attacker may wish to disrupt the flow
modification requests to cause a degradation or denial of
service in the control or data planes. A controller issues
flow modification requests via a FLOW_MOD message to add,
modify, or delete a switch’s flow entries in that switch’s
flow table. The flow entries dictate the switch’s forwarding
behavior for incoming data plane traffic, and in this attack,
we manipulate flow modifications.

2) Method: Consider the case of an incoming data plane
packet to a switch without a matching flow rule. The switch
forwards the packet to the controller; the controller makes
a decision; and the controller sends the packet back to the
switch’s data plane. The controller may also instantiate one
or more flow modification requests so that future data plane
packets that match the initial data plane packet need not be
sent to the controller each time for a decision.

Now consider the case when the flow modification requests
are suppressed. The attack drops the request, and as a result,
the switch does not instantiate the corresponding flow entry.
Subsequent data plane packets of the traffic stream result in
flow table misses, and thus every data plane message might
be sent to the controller for processing. The overhead is
significant: for every n packets in the data plane that are flow
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σ1 : σ1 = {φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4} (σstart = σ1; σabsorbing = {σ1}; σend = ∅)

φ1 = (n1, γ1, λ1, α1)
n1 = (c1, s1)
γ1 = ΓNoTLS
λ1 = READMESSAGEMETADATA(msg, MESSAGESOURCE = c1)

∧ READMESSAGEMETADATA(msg, MESSAGEDESTINATION = s1)
∧ READMESSAGE(msg, MESSAGETYPE = FLOW_MOD)
∧ READMESSAGE(msg, MESSAGETYPEOPTIONS.command = ADD)

α1 = {α11
}

α11
= DROPMESSAGE(msg)

φ2 = (n2, γ2, λ2, α2)
n2 = (c1, s2)
γ2 = ΓNoTLS
λ2 = READMESSAGEMETADATA(msg, MESSAGESOURCE = c1)

∧ READMESSAGEMETADATA(msg, MESSAGEDESTINATION = s2)
∧ READMESSAGE(msg, MESSAGETYPE = FLOW_MOD)
∧ READMESSAGE(msg, MESSAGETYPEOPTIONS.command = ADD)

α2 = {α21
}

α21
= DROPMESSAGE(msg)

φ3 = (n3, γ3, λ3, α3)
n3 = (c1, s3)
γ3 = ΓNoTLS
λ3 = READMESSAGEMETADATA(msg, MESSAGESOURCE = c1)

∧ READMESSAGEMETADATA(msg, MESSAGEDESTINATION = s3)
∧ READMESSAGE(msg, MESSAGETYPE = FLOW_MOD)
∧ READMESSAGE(msg, MESSAGETYPEOPTIONS.command = ADD)

α3 = {α31
}

α31
= DROPMESSAGE(msg)

φ4 = (n4, γ4, λ4, α4)
n4 = (c1, s4)
γ4 = ΓNoTLS
λ4 = READMESSAGEMETADATA(msg, MESSAGESOURCE = c1)

∧ READMESSAGEMETADATA(msg, MESSAGEDESTINATION = s4)
∧ READMESSAGE(msg, MESSAGETYPE = FLOW_MOD)
∧ READMESSAGE(msg, MESSAGETYPEOPTIONS.command = ADD)

α4 = {α41
}

α41
= DROPMESSAGE(msg)

(a) Attack states Σ = {σ1} for flow modification suppression.

σ1σstart

{α11 , α21 , α31 , α41}

(b) Attack state graph ΣG of flow modification suppression.

Fig. 10. Attack description for flow modification suppression experiment,
represented (a) textually and (b) graphically.

table misses, flow modification suppression may generate up
to 3n control plane messages.4

3) ATTAIN attack description: We give the attack’s repre-
sentation in our language in Figure 10, with calls to SYSCMD()
and SLEEP() omitted for brevity. In state σ1, flow modification
requests destined for all switches are dropped. We assume
that an attacker has the ability to interpose on unencrypted
messages. The experiment’s timing is as follows:

t = 0 s: Initialize the controller.
t = 5 s: Initialize the attack injector to state σ1.
t = 30 s: Run ping on h1, pinging to h6 for 60 trials.

Each trial lasts approximately 1 s. The total
amount of time on ping trials is ≈ 60 s.

t = 95 s: Initialize iperf server on h6.
t = 96 s: Run iperf client on h1, connecting to the

server on h6. Each iperf trial lasts for ap-
proximately 10 seconds. Wait 10 s after each
trial concludes, and repeat the server and client
initializations for a total of 30 trials.

4) Results: Figure 11 shows the attack’s performance ef-
fects. We compare the results of the attack with normal runs
in which suppression is not enabled. We examine data plane
throughput between hosts h1 and h6 in Figure 11(a), data

4PACKET_IN, PACKET_OUT, and a suppressed FLOW_MOD, depending
on the controller implementation’s logic.

plane latency between hosts h1 and h6 in Figure 11(b), and
the total number of control plane messages intercepted by the
runtime injector in Figure 11(c). We consider these metrics
across each of the Floodlight, POX, and Ryu controllers.

For POX, Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show a denial of service
in the data plane with flow modification suppression. Log
files from the experiment’s run show Destination Host
Unreachable ICMP errors when host h1 attempted to ping
h6 during the suppression, and this is reflected by the absence
of throughput and infinite latency.

For Floodlight, Figure 11(a) shows decreased throughput
and Figure 11(b) shows increased latency with flow modi-
fication suppression. Floodlight generated several orders of
magnitude more PACKET_IN and PACKET_OUT messages
with flow modification suppression, as shown in Figure 11(c),
suggesting that additional controller processing caused a
degradation of service in the data plane. Careful analysis of the
Floodlight log files revealed a PACKET_OUT flooding action,
suggesting that the switches acted as hubs. In topologies with
loops, flooding could produce broadcast storms and potentially
a data plane denial of service.

For Ryu, Figure 11(a) shows a slight decrease in throughput
and Figure 11(b) shows little change in latency with flow
modification suppression. To explain the discrepancy, we
found that Ryu’s simple_switch.py specifies flow match
attributes (e.g., destination port) differently from Floodlight
or POX, and thus our attack’s conditional statements do not
trigger their respective rules.

A trend among affected controllers was the increase of
control plane messages seen by the runtime injector when
flow modification suppression was enabled. This suggests that
greater strain was placed on the control plane because of the
increased number of encapsulated data plane packets.

C. Connection Interruption Attack

We attempted to disrupt control plane connections by inter-
cepting and dropping messages between a paired switch and
controller.

1) Rationale: An attacker may wish to disrupt the control
plane connection to increase access to formerly protected hosts
on the network or to perform a denial of service attack against
legitimate data plane traffic.

2) Method: We attacked the messages in the DMZ firewall
switch’s control plane connection (c1, s2) because the DMZ
switch protects internal network hosts and prevents external
connections from entering the internal network. In our specific
topology, the DMZ switch partitions the external and internal
networks such that there are no redundant traffic paths, so a
denial of service would prevent hosts on one network from
communicating with hosts on the other network.

We divided the experiments into two cases: one where
switches “failed safe” and one where switches “failed secure.”
In the former case, the switch acted as a non-OpenFlow
Layer 2 forwarding switch when it could not connect to the
controller [20]. In the latter case, new flows were prevented
from being instantiated, and existing flows were allowed to
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(a) Throughput between hosts h1 and h6.
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(b) Latency between hosts h1 and h6.
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(c) Messages seen by the runtime injector.

Fig. 11. Flow modification suppression experiment results. The metrics of interest include (a) throughput and (b) latency between h1 and h6 in the data
plane, as well as (c) the total number of messages observed in the control plane by the runtime injector. An asterisk (∗) denotes a denial of service such that
throughput is zero and latency is infinite.

σ1 : σ1 = {φ1} (σstart = σ1; σabsorbing = {σ3}; σend = ∅)

φ1 = (n1, γ1, λ1, α1)
n1 = (c1, s2)
γ1 = ΓNoTLS
λ1 = READMESSAGEMETADATA(msg, MESSAGESOURCE = s2)

∧ READMESSAGEMETADATA(msg, MESSAGEDESTINATION = c1)
∧ READMESSAGE(msg, MESSAGETYPE = HELLO)

α1 = {α11
, α12

}
α11

= PASSMESSAGE(msg)

α12
= GOTOSTATE(σ2)

σ2 : σ2 = {φ2}
φ2 = (n2, γ2, λ2, α2)

n2 = (c1, s2)
γ2 = ΓNoTLS
λ2 = READMESSAGEMETADATA(msg, MESSAGESOURCE = c1)

∧ READMESSAGEMETADATA(msg, MESSAGEDESTINATION = s2)
∧ READMESSAGE(msg, MESSAGETYPE = FLOW_MOD)
∧ READMESSAGE(msg, MESSAGETYPEOPTIONS.command = ADD)
∧ READMESSAGE(msg, MESSAGETYPEOPTIONS.match.eth_src = h2)
∧¬( READMESSAGE(msg, MESSAGETYPEOPTIONS.match.eth_dst = h1))

α2 = {α21
, α22

}
α21

= DROPMESSAGE(msg)

α22
= GOTOSTATE(σ3)

σ3 : σ3 = {φ3, φ4}
φ3 = (n3, γ3, λ3, α3)

n3 = (c1, s2)
γ3 = ΓNoTLS
λ3 = READMESSAGEMETADATA(msg, MESSAGESOURCE = c1)

∧ READMESSAGEMETADATA(msg, MESSAGEDESTINATION = s2)
α3 = {α31

}
α31

= DROPMESSAGE(msg)

φ4 = (n4, γ4, λ4, α4)
n4 = (c1, s2)
γ4 = ΓNoTLS
λ4 = READMESSAGEMETADATA(msg, MESSAGESOURCE = s2)

∧ READMESSAGEMETADATA(msg, MESSAGEDESTINATION = c1)
α4 = {α41

}
α41

= DROPMESSAGE(msg)

(a) Attack states Σ = {σ1, σ2, σ3} for connection interruption.

σ1σstart σ2 σ3

{α11
}

{α12}

{α21
}

{α22}

{α31
, α41
}

(b) Attack state graph ΣG of connection interruption.

Fig. 12. Attack description for connection interruption experiment, repre-
sented (a) textually and (b) graphically.

continue forwarding when the switch could not connect to the
controller [20].

3) ATTAIN attack description: We give the attack’s repre-
sentation in our language in Figure 12, with calls to SYSCMD()
and SLEEP() omitted for brevity. In state σ1, the injector waits
for a connection setup message and transitions to state σ2

when it receives one. State σ2 waits for a flow modification

request related to traffic originating from h2 and destined to an
internal network host, H \{h1}. In state σ3, the injector drops
(c1, s2) messages. The experiment’s timing is as follows:

t = 0 s: Set s2 either to fail secure or to fail safe.
t = 5 s: Initialize the controller.
t = 10 s: Initialize the attack injector to state σ1.
t = 30 s: Let h2 ping h1 for 10 s, representing an external

user’s accessing of an external network host.
Concurrently, let h6 ping h1 for 10 s, represent-
ing an internal user’s accessing of an external
network host.

t = 50 s: Let h2 ping h3 for 60 s, representing an external
user’s accessing of an internal network host.

t = 95 s: Let h6 ping h1 for 10 s again, representing an
internal user’s accessing of an external network
host.

4) Results: Table II summarizes the results of the con-
nection interruption experiment. For each controller imple-
mentation, we ran and evaluated the attack for both the fail-
safe and fail-secure cases. We examined the security metrics
of unauthorized increased access incidents in the data plane
for external users who attempted to access internal network
hosts and denial of service incidents for internal users who
legitimately attempted to access external network hosts after
the connection interruption.

In all of the fail-safe cases, the DMZ firewall switch
defaulted to a learning switch mode, in which it operated
independently of the controller. While this allowed an internal
user to access external network hosts, it also allowed an
external user to access internal network hosts, which represents
unauthorized increased access. In most of the fail-secure cases
(excepting Ryu), the DMZ firewall switch prevented new flows
from being created. While this prevented external users from
accessing internal network hosts, it also prevented internal
users from accessing external network hosts, representing a
data plane denial of service against legitimate traffic. Ryu
did not trigger rule φ2 since its flow match attributes were
specified differently from those of the other two controllers,
and thus the attack never entered state σ3.
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TABLE II. Connection interruption experiment results. If external users able to access internal network hosts, that represents unauthorized increased access.
If internal users are not able to access external network hosts after the connection interruption, that represents denial of service against legitimate traffic.

Floodlight/OVS POX/OVS Ryu/OVS
Safe Secure Safe Secure Safe Secure

External user can access an external network host? (t = 30 s) 3 3 3 3 3 3

Internal user can access an external network host? (t = 30 s) 3 3 3 3 3 3

External user can access an internal network host? (t = 50 s) 3 7 3 7 3 3

Internal user can access an external network host? (t = 95 s) 3 7 3 7 3 3

The results suggest that when control plane connections are
interrupted, there is a trade-off between allowing increased
access and creating a denial of service against legitimate
traffic.

VIII. DISCUSSION

We note several key points regarding language expressive-
ness, efficient modeling of attacks, and distributed injections.

A. Language Expressiveness

Our attack language allows practitioners to express attacks
that are more sophisticated than the attacks discussed in
Section VII. For example, we consider the following.
• Message reordering attack: Suppose a set of messages
M need to be sent in reverse order. To do that, the attack
can store the messages in a deque δ acting like a stack,
insert the messages using the PREPEND(δ,m) action |M |
times ∀m ∈ M , and retrieve and send the messages
in reverse order using the SHIFT(δ) and PASSMESSAGE
actions |M | times.

• Message replay and flooding attacks: Suppose a set
of messages M need to be sent in FIFO order more
than once. To do that, the attack can store the mes-
sages in a deque δ acting like a queue, use the
DUPLICATEMESSAGE and PREPEND(δ,m) actions to
duplicate and store message copies |M | times ∀m ∈M ,
and sometime later use the POP(δ) and PASSMESSAGE
actions to replay the messages in FIFO order |M | times.
Flooding can be implemented similarly.

Our language implements deterministic attacks in the con-
text of our testing, but we will consider stochastic and adaptive
decision-making in future work.

B. Modeling Efficiency

Because we include storage objects, practitioners can effi-
ciently model repetitive actions that require significantly less
memory storage. Consider an attack that requires n instances
of seeing a particular message before it continues to the rest of
the attack. A naive modeling approach would be to represent
each received message as its own attack state, which would
be similar to a memoryless finite state machine, and require
n attack states.

However, we can use a deque δcounter of length 1 to repre-
sent a counter variable and condense this portion of the attack
into one attack state. Incrementing of the counter can be done
through the actions PREPEND(δcounter, SHIFT(δcounter) + 1).

Checking of the counter’s value can be used in the conditional
expression EXAMINEFRONT(δcounter) = n. As a result, this
portion of the attack description’s memory footprint is reduced
greatly from O(n) to O(1) attack states.

C. Distributed Injection

The runtime injector, as described, inherently imposes a
total ordering of control plane events because of its centralized
nature. In the case of a distributed runtime injector archi-
tecture, total ordering could be imposed through distributed
systems techniques. However, a guarantee of total ordering
may come at the cost of increased latency and may inversely
affect the attack’s results if messages are dependent on phys-
ical time guarantees. We will consider total ordering, timing,
and consistency model challenges in future work.

IX. RELATED WORK

A. SDN Security, Troubleshooting, and Debugging

The prior SDN work most closely related to ATTAIN is
DELTA [5], a vulnerability detection tool for SDN. DELTA
detects vulnerabilities in implementations by fuzz-testing con-
trol protocol messages. ATTAIN extends that approach with a
standardized language for writing attack descriptions to use in
a controller-agnostic architecture.

Scott-Hayward et al. [21] classify security issues and attacks
in SDN in terms of the layers they affect and the effects of
the attacks. Klöti et al. [22] use the STRIDE methodology to
analyze the OpenFlow protocol’s security, and they propose
vulnerabilities and attack trees for data modeling. However,
they assume that the controller is adequately secured, whereas
such assumptions are tunable in ATTAIN’s attack model. Hong
et al. [9] propose novel SDN attacks, and their proposed
attacks can be written in the ATTAIN attack language.

OFRewind [23] selectively records control and data plane
events for later replay during troubleshooting of errors.
OFf [24] interfaces with one of several open-source con-
trollers for debugging, though it requires the addition of
a library to the controller source code, whereas ATTAIN
operates independently. OFTest [25] validates switches for
OpenFlow compliance by simulating control and data plane
elements with a single switch under test, whereas ATTAIN
subsumes OFTest’s methodology to include multiple switches
and controllers with reusable attack descriptions.
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B. Fault and Attack Injection

AJECT, proposed by Neves et al. [26] and used for vulner-
ability detection by Antunes et al. [27], generates numerous
test cases based on a user-specified protocol specification and
simulates attacks on an application protocol. AJECT includes
a target system, target protocol specification, attack injector,
and monitor. ATTAIN builds upon this by including a user-
defined attack model as well as user-defined attacks that use
OpenFlow. Loki [28] uses a partial view of the global system
state to make injections. However, this approach requires
software modifications for probing.

X. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an attack injection framework,
ATTAIN, for testing the security and performance properties of
OpenFlow-based SDN architectures in testing environments.
Our framework allows practitioners to model a system and
an attacker’s presumed capabilities to influence the system’s
behavior; to specify reusable and shareable attack descriptions
for cross-implementation evaluation; and to actuate runtime
attacks in an SDN-enabled network. We evaluated our frame-
work with two attacks, and we found that different implemen-
tations caused different attack manifestations in the control
and data planes. In particular, we were able to cause data
plane degradation and denial of service by suppressing flow
modification requests, and we increased unauthorized access
and caused a denial of service for legitimate data plane traffic
by interrupting control plane connections.

Our future work will consider attack language abstractions
that will allow practitioners to use predefined attack state
graph templates to generate larger and more complex attack
descriptions without having to manually generate many of
the lower-level details. The numerous SDN controller and
switch implementations available today make it challenging
to consistently evaluate security metrics or to understand how
classes of attacks may systemically affect SDN implementa-
tions. We hope that ATTAIN spurs further interest in exploring
the security assumptions made in SDN implementations.
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